Supporting information 1 -TCSPC data on solutions in various solvents. 
Supporting information 3 -Spectral reconstruction using a genetic algorithm
We have used the method initially presented in reference X to separate the different components that make up the transient absorption measurements.
Assuming that each component has a specific spectrum whose amplitude changes over time, it is possible to represent TA data as:
where n is the number or components, Si is the spectrum of the i th component
and Ai its time-dependent amplitude, both of which are 1D vectors whose product gives the D matrix representing the TA response of a single component.
These are then summed over all components to obtain the total response.
As TA(λ,t) is the measured data, Ai(t) can be numerically reconstructed if the Si(λ) are known. However, this is a very large parameter space full of local minima and robust optimization techniques are required. We therefore use a genetic algorithm to find the optimal solution.
We initially generate a very large ensemble of random solutions (comprising of n spectra each), reconstruct their associated time-evolving amplitude (which should correspond to time-evolving populations) and calculate the fitness of each solution. To estimate the fitness, we sum the squared residual between the data and the numerical solution over all wavelengths and time points, add a penalty for non-physical solutions (e.g. negative populations), and take the inverse of that number. Solutions of higher fitness are preferably selected using a tournament method and combined to generate children, i.e. linear combination of both parent spectra, until a new generation replaces the previous one. Optimal solutions are preserved when a new generation starts (elitism) and random
Gaussian mask are generated to select which sections of the parent spectra are
swapped. Converged solutions are tested for reproducibility and to ensure that linear combinations of them cannot produce equally valid physical solutions.
